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home in which the majority of adolescents have to pass their
holidays, there is certainly a gulf which no one can pass in his
own person. Yet, by a curious paradox, it is the public school,
which alone stands outside our public system of education,
that dominates the whole system,  gives  it unity amid its
diversity, and stamps it with a definite national character,
The cult of games and sportsmanship, the Arnold myth of
prefectual self-government, aversion to practical pursuits, and
suspicion of free thought and humane culture, have all proved
as pleasant to schoolmasters of one class as to those of another
and provided the products of the most different types of school
with a common attitude of mind. The tone of our school
system has been set not by the state but by society. Emulation
among unequals has fostered that blindness to the persistence
of privilege that has become a potent factor in British national
unity, until every Hadow senior school tended to think itself
as good as a Fisher central school, which considered itself
as good as a Balfour rate-provided secondary, which believed
itself as good as an 1868 endowed grammar, which felt that it
was as much a public school as the early-Victorian boarding-
schools, which were deliberately modelled on the mystical
seven Great Public  Schools of Old England.  This  moral
approximation has been fostered by the inevitable tendency
of full-time schooling to make the school into a self-contained
world of its own.
Now that these senior schools were developing modern
curricula adapted to the aptitudes of their pupils, the general
raising of the school-leaving age to fifteen became a matter of
practical politics. Another factor favourable to this advance
was that from 1936 Britain was reaching a point in time when
the number of adolescents was no longer inflated by the end-
of-the-war rise in the birth-rate: the peak load in the schools
was passed. Industrial firms, well organized to meet the blast
of foreign competition—unlike distributive businesses—had
little desire to entrust their valuable machinery to the weak
and inexpert Rands of cheap juvenile labour. Children's allow-
ances could be drawn to the age of sixteen under both the

